
Processing Camera RAW images in Photoshop:  
The Camera Raw support in Photoshop is enabled by a plug-in (essentially an application that 
runs inside Photoshop). With Camera Raw you can import and develop raw files, and then pass 
them onto Adobe Photoshop. Camera Raw is designed to work with the native files recorded by 
many cameras. A Camera Raw file contains unprocessed and uncompressed data, as captured 
by the digital camera’s image sensor. These native files contain much more color and exposure 
information than a JPEG or TIFF file. The camera also includes metadata, such as white balance, 
exposure, and more, specifying how that information should be treated. 
 
For the most part we will use CS5.5’s Camera RAW processor to do basic tonal image 
adjustments, sharpening, reduce noise, correct chromatic aberration and on occasion straighten 
a horizon or building using the straighten tool. Please keep in mind that the PS Camera RAW 
should not be seen as a substitute for using Photoshop for fine tuning tonal/color. 

To process a raw file, you’ll need to open it with Photoshop Camera Raw. Essentially, you need 
to develop the file, deciding during the editing stages which information to include. The 
Camera Raw software interprets the metadata and raw file information to generate your image.  

Opening Camera Raw: 
To open Camera Raw, you first need to select an image (either a raw file) and the best way to do 
that is with Adobe Bridge. Open Photoshop CS6 open on your screen. To access Adobe 
Bridge, go up to the File menu in Photoshop's Menu Bar and choose Browse in Bridge. 
 

 
 
Going to File > Browse in Bridge: 
This will open Adobe Bridge if it isn't open already. Click on the Folders tab in the upper left 
corner to open the Folders panel and navigate to wherever the folder is on your computer that 
holds the image you want to open. Click once (don't double-click, just single-click) on the image 
to select the one you want to open in Camera Raw. 
 

 
This opens the image in Camera Raw and presents us with the Camera Raw dialog box, with the 
photo visible in the main preview area in the center: 
 



 

An Overview of the Camera Raw Dialog Box: 

At first glance, the Camera Raw dialog box can be a little overwhelming. It’s okay to feel this 
way, because there truly are a lot of sliders and tabs. What you’ll find, however, is that the 
controls are fairly intuitive and very powerful. Here’s a quick overview of what you’ll find:  

A: Filmstrip. If you select more than a single image to open, the images will display here. It is 
possible to apply star rankings to images in the Filmstrip. You can also synchronize the settings 
between multiple clips. Just adjust one image, select similar images, and then click the 
Synchronize button.  

B: Toggle Filmstrip. If you don’t want to see the Filmstrip, just double-click the bar. You can also 
drag to resize the preview thumbnails.  

C: Camera name or file format. The camera name and model appears at the top of the window 
so you know more about the file.  

D: Toggle full-screen mode. It is possible to maximize the Camera Raw window to see more 
details and a larger interface. Click to toggle between the larger and default view.  

E: Image adjustment tabs. There are ten tabs in total for controlling the development of Camera 
Raw files.  

F: Histogram. The Histogram displays the tonal range of the developing image. The left edge 
shows the shadows, whereas the right shows the highlights.  



G: Camera Raw Settings Menu. Click this submenu to access controls for saving and loading 
custom settings (It is not so necessary to focus on settings at this point. Learn how to use the 
basic Camera Raw interface before you dig deeper).  

H: Zoom levels. You can adjust the magnification level of the image. The most accurate view is 
100%, but you’ll likely choose to zoom out to see the entire image in full.  

I: Workflow options. You can specify how images should be saved from Camera Raw and how 
they should be opened in Photoshop. Clicking the blue hyperlinked text lets you choose a color 
mode, bit depth, file size, and resolution.  

J: Navigation arrows. Lets you switch between multiple images. These work well if the Filmstrip 
is hidden.  

K: Adjustment sliders. For each adjustment tab, you’ll find a set of sliders. These controls are 
essential for developing the image.  

Toggle Full screen Mode On And Off: 
The first thing you'll most likely want to do when the Camera Raw dialog box appears is click the 
Full screen icon at the top (just to the left of the histogram in the top right corner). This will 
expand the Camera Raw dialog box to full screen, giving you a much larger preview area and 
more room to work. If you want to switch back to the more compact mode, simply click the Full 
screen icon again. You can also toggle Full screen mode on and off by pressing the letter F on 
your keyboard: 
 

 
 
First Step: 
After double clicking the image you wish to process in Adobe Bridge select the blue link below 
the image to set your image Workflow Options. In the dialogue box select Adobe RGB (1998) 
as the color space* at 8-bit/channel depth with a resolution of 300 PPI. Select your camera's 
native resolution (size) using the setting without either a plus or a minus showing. Do not use the 
sharpen feature. Hint: Create a master file at the largest file size that you think you will need to 
reproduce and create smaller files sizes from this master. More on color space here: 
http://www.dpbestflow.org/color/color-space-and-color-profiles 
 
Color Space*: A range of colors can be created by the primary colors of pigment and these colors then define a specific 
color space. Color space, also known as the color model (or color system), is an abstract mathematical model which 
simply describes the range of colors as tuples of numbers, typically as 3 or 4 values or color components (e.g. RGB). 

 
 
 
 



The Toolbar: 
 

 
 
Along the top of the dialog box is the Toolbar where we find Camera Raw's various editing 
tools, many of which are the same as, or at least similar to, tools and commands we will find in 
Photoshop, such as the Zoom and Hand Tools for navigating around the image, the Crop Tool, 
the Spot Removal Tool, and options at the far right of the Toolbar for rotating the image 
clockwise or counterclockwise. The name of a tool will appear if you hover your mouse 
cursor over its icon: 
 

AR  

A: Zoom tool (Z). You can click on an image to zoom into an area. You can also click and drag to 
make a selection for zooming.  

B: Hand tool (H). When zoomed, you can use the Hand tool to pan across an image. Hold down 
the spacebar to temporarily switch to the Hand tool.  

C: White Balance tool (I). You can override the white balance settings written by the camera. Just 
click to select the tool, and then click on an area of the image that should be white or gray.  

D:  Color Sampler tool (S). You can add up to eight sample points. These are useful ways to track 
changes in color as you make adjustments to an image. Many users will place a sampler on a 
white and black area of an image to track any shifts in color.  

E: Targeted Adjustment tool (T). There are five different tools to choose from. Click and hold to 
select specific tools.  

F: Crop tool (C). You can crop freely or select from several preset aspect ratios. Remember that 
any adjustments you make are nondestructive. The cropping will be applied when the image is 
opened. I suggest however, that you do all your cropping IN THE CAMERA (aka when you 
make the photograph).  

G: Straighten tool (A). If your photo is crooked, just select the Straighten tool. Click and drag 
with the Straighten tool in the preview image to establish a horizontal or vertical angle.  



H: Spot Removal tool (B). The Spot Removal tool lets you heal or clone imperfections in the raw 
file. The most typical problem you’ll need to tackle is sensor or lens dust.  

I: Red Eye Removal tool (E). If an image has red eye, select this tool and click on the center of 
the pupil.  

J: Adjustments Brush (K). This powerful tool lets you brush in localized color and exposure 
adjustments. Click and brush over an area to define it, and then adjust settings with the 
Adjustment sliders.  

K: Graduated Filter (G). This tool is similar to the Adjustments Brush except it allows you to 
create a transitioned adjustment gradually between two points. This is most typically used to fix 
areas like a sky.  

L: Open Preferences dialog box (Command+K or Ctrl+K)  

M: Rotate Image Left (L). Rotates the image 90 ̊ counterclockwise.  

N: Rotate Image Right (R). Rotates the image 90 ̊ clockwise.  

O: Toggle Mark for Delete. Allows you to flag an image for deletion. 

The Camera Raw Preferences:  
 
While most of the icons in the Toolbar represent actual editing tools, one of them is different. It 
opens the Camera Raw Preferences. It's the third icon from the right: 
 

 
 
Navigating Around The Image In The Preview Area with Zoom:  
The first tool on the far left of the Toolbar is the Zoom Tool, and just like Photoshop's Zoom 
Tool, it can be used to zoom in and out of the image. Click on its icon to select it, and then click 
on an area of the photo you want to zoom in on, clicking repeatedly to zoom in further. To zoom 
back out, hold down your Alt (Win) / Option (Mac) key on your keyboard while clicking. To 
instantly zoom the image in to the 100% zoom level (known as the "Actual Pixels" view), double-
click on the Zoom Tool's icon in the Toolbar (to instantly zoom back out to fit the entire image 
into the preview area, double-click the Hand Tool directly to the right of the Zoom Tool): 
 



 
 
Clicking the Zoom Tool to select it, then clicking on the photo to zoom in. We can also zoom in 
and out using the zoom options in the lower left corner of the dialog box (just below the preview 
area). Click the small "+" and "-" icons to zoom in or out, or click directly on the box showing 
the current zoom level to pop open a list of preset zoom levels to choose from. Clicking the 
current zoom level to open a menu of zoom presets. 
 
We can zoom in and out of the preview area from the keyboard as well. Press Ctrl+plus sign (+) 
(Win) / Command+plus sign (+) (Mac) to zoom in, or Ctrl+minus sign (-) (Win) / 
Command+minus sign (-) (Mac) to zoom out. Pressing Ctrl+0 (Win) / Command+0 (Mac) will 
instantly fit the image to the preview area, while Ctrl+Alt+0 (Win) / Command+Option+0 (Mac) 
will jump to the 100% zoom level. To move the image around inside the preview area when 
you're zoomed in, select the Hand Tool by clicking on its icon in the Toolbar (second icon from 
the left), then click and drag the image. You can also select the Hand Tool temporarily by 
pressing and holding the spacebar on your keyboard, just like you can in Photoshop: 

 
Selecting the Hand Tool, then clicking on the image and dragging it in the preview area. 

 



The Histogram: 
In the top right corner of the Camera Raw dialog box is the Histogram, which lets us keep a 
constant eye on the overall tonal range of the image as we're working. It represents the range of 
possible brightness values beginning with pure black on the far left and gradually increasing in 
brightness to pure white on the far right. The higher the "mountain", as many people call it, 
appears over a certain brightness level, the more pixels we have in the image at that same 
level. The most important use for the Histogram is making sure we're not clipping any of our 
shadows to pure black, or our highlights to pure white, and we'll learn more about how that 
works in another tutorial: 

 
The Histogram shows where the current brightness range falls in the image. 
 
CS 5.5 Basic Panel: 
Directly below the Histogram on the right hand side of the Camera Raw dialog box is where we 
find the various panels. Just as Camera Raw itself will use panels to perform different tasks, 
Photoshop also uses panels. The difference here, and one of the nice advantages with 
Camera Raw, is that Camera Raw doesn't have anywhere near as many panels as 
Photoshop does. That's because Camera Raw has been streamlined specifically for image 
editing, while Photoshop does image editing plus a whole lot more. This means there's a lot 
less to learn with Camera Raw, and Camera Raw's panels are conveniently nested together in 
one spot, making it easy to switch from one panel to another simply by clicking on the various 
tabs along the top: 
 

  
Switch between panels by clicking on the tabs 
 

 
 
 



The Basic Panel: The Basic panel is essentially the main panel in Camera Raw. 
 

 
 
Basic Menu Definitions: 
White Balance 
A correct White Balance setting ensures that neutral colors, like grays and white, are actually 
gray or white rather than tinged with yellow or blue. In addition, by correcting the neutrals, you 
simultaneously fix any unnatural color shifts that exist in the image. The Basic tab in the Camera 
Raw interface has three controls for correcting a color shift in an image: White Balance, 
Temperature, and Tint. From the White Balance menu, choose a specific lighting environment to 
fine-tune the color balance:  
As Shot. Uses the White Balance settings chosen by the camera at the moment the picture was 
taken.  
Auto. Camera Raw calculates a new white balance based on the image data.  
Daylight, Cloudy, Shade, Tungsten, Fluorescent, or Flash. Camera Raw calculates a new white 
balance based on the color temperature of the selected lighting condition. 
 
Temperature: controls the overall color temperature of your image in degrees Kelvin through 
yellow/blue adjustments. Try ‘As Shot’ to begin with. Moving the slider to the left lowers color 
temperature making the image cooler. Conversely, moving the slider to the right raises color 
temperature making your image warmer. 
Tint: allows fine-tuning of color balance using green/magenta controls. Moving the slider to the 
left adds green to the image. Conversely, moving the slider to the right adds magenta to the 
image. 



Exposure: controls the mapping of highlight tone values in your image and is a white-clipping 
adjustment. Large increases in exposure will increase noise in shadows and/or posterization so 
make adjustments sparingly. If your image is grossly over or underexposed making drastic 
adjustments with this feature will not improve and most likely will degrade your image so expose 
properly in camera! 
Recovery: helps to recover highlight detail in an image. Should be used in conjunction with 
Exposure slider. It is often one of the adjustments correctly guessed by the auto adjustment 
feature. 
Fill Light: can be used to fill shadows and draw out shadow detail. Avoid overuse, as you will 
create a visible halo effect in extreme high-contrast edge detail. 
Blacks: is a black clipping control. Moving the slider to the right deepens shadow detail. Note 
that small moves are all that is necessary. Most images require a setting between 3 and 5. 
Brightness: acts very much like the gray slider control in Levels. Redistributes midtone values 
without affecting shadows or highlights. 
Contrast: unlike PS Contrast feature, Camera’s RAW’s Contrast applies a ‘S’ curve to data 
leaving shadow and highlight detail alone. 
Clarity: This is my favorite new adjustment tool in Camera Raw. It adds mid-tone contrast and 
seems to brighten/sharpen the image overall. You can use this at a high amount. I apply 
between 50 to 80 on occasion. Use less for portraits with skin detail. 
Vibrance: similar to Saturation, this adjustment increases saturation of unsaturated colors more 
than ones already saturated. 
Saturation: does an overall saturation adjustment to the image. Still, it is a bit less robust than 
Photoshop version. 
Tone Curve Panel: applies either Parametric or Point curve adjustments to an image. I rarely use 
this panel myself but if you decide to use it I would suggest that you work with the Point auto 
curve adjustments found in the pull-down menu. This allows you to set a variety of contrast 
settings. 
FYI: Be sure to check the histogram in the top right corner as you are applying the above image 
adjustments to make sure that you are not clipping shadow or highlight detail in your image. 
 
The Tone Curve Panel: 
If we click on the second tab from the left, we open the Tone Curve panel. Once we've made 
the image look as good as possible with the sliders in the initial Basic panel, we can use the 
Tone Curve panel to make more fine-tuned adjustments to the brightness and contrast using 
curves. It's similar to the Curves adjustment in Photoshop, but Camera Raw's Tone Curve panel 
offers easier, more intuitive controls (like its simple Highlights, Lights, Darks, and Shadows 
sliders) that can be less intimidating for beginners. As with all the panels in Camera Raw, I'll be 
covering the Tone Curve panel in more detail in another tutorial (Photoshop).  
 



 
 
 
The Detail Panel: 
The third panel from the left is the Detail panel. The top half is where we do all of our image 
sharpening, while the bottom half let’s us reduce any luminance or color noise. These first three 
panels (Basic, Tone Curve and Detail) are the ones you'll use with nearly all your images: 
 



 
 
Detail Panel Definitions: 
Sharpening: allows you to sharpen your image during Camera RAW conversion. All Camera 
RAW images need some type of sharpening initially. If in doubt, use the default settings for this 
tool. Note that if your image is blurry to begin with this feature will not make your image 
miraculously sharp! DO ALL SHARPEN ADJUSTMENTS AT 100% VIEW. 
Amount: generally apply between 25 to 75. 
Radius: defines how pixels on either side of an edge will be sharpened. Generally apply 
between 0.5 to 1.5. 
Detail: defines how sharpening affects the detail threshold of the image. Generally apply 
between 25 to 50. 
Masking: reduces the sharpening of nonedge areas while concentrating on sharpening edge 
detail. Applying this really depends on the type of image. Photos with blue skies or large areas 
of color should have some masking applied to keep these areas from becoming noisy through 
sharpening. An image with a lot of edge details needs less. 
Noise Reduction: high ISO settings add noise/grain to your images. This affect can be 
especially seen in smooth areas of color or shadow detail. To avoid this affect shoot at the 
lowest ISO setting that is possible for your subject matter. Rule of thumb is to shot at 100 ISO 
when ever possible. When used, the goal is to reduce the noise without destroying the edge 
detail and textures of an image. 
Luminance: generally apply between 0 to 25. 
Color: generally use the default of 25. 
Lens Correction Panel: 
Chromatic Aberration: results when a light on a lens’s sensor cannot be focused on the same 
plane. Lower end zoom and wide-angle lenses are often affected by this phenomena. As a result 
you will see this occur at the corners of your image where there are areas of high contrast. This 
slider allows you to reduce red/green and blue/yellow chromatic aberration fringe occurrences. 
To determine whether you need to apply this feature, enlarge your image to 200 to 400 percent 



and study areas of high contrast to see if you need to adjust for this. Set Defringe to either 
Highlight edges or All Edges as necessary. 
Lens Vignetting: this feature can be used creatively to add a dark vignette at the corners of an 
image. Helps to focus the viewer’s eye centrally. Moving the slider to the right lightens and 
moving the slider to the left darkens the corners. When you have completed all necessary 
adjustments open your file in Photoshop by clicking "open image" to do further editing and 
retouching. 
 
The HSL / Grayscale Panel: 
Next up as we move through the panels from left to right is the HSL / Grayscale panel. From 
here, we can make adjustments to the hue, saturation and/or luminance (brightness) of individual 
colors in the image using the eight color sliders (click on the Hue, Saturation or Luminance tabs 
above the sliders to change what it is the sliders are affecting). Also, if we select the Convert to  
Grayscale option at the top, we can use the same color sliders to create highly customized black 
and white versions of our color images, just like we can using Photoshop's Black & White 
adjustment. Dragging a color slider to the left will darken any areas that originally contained that 
color, while dragging the slider to the right will lighten those same areas. To switch back to the 
full color version of your image, simply uncheck the Convert to Grayscale option. Nothing we do 
while in Camera Raw is permanent, so we can make as many changes as we want to our image 
with no loss of image quality: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Split Toning Panel: 
Next, we have the Split Toning panel an easy way to add a custom split toning effect to any 
image, whether it's a color photo or black and white. There's separate Hue and Saturation 
controls for the highlights and shadows, as well as a Balance slider to adjust the brightness level 
where the transition between the two colors occurs: 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Lens Correction Panel: 
Camera Raw's Lens Correction panel is where we can fix lens distortion problems in the image 
(in other words, distortion caused by the camera lens itself) as well as perspective distortion 
created by the angle at which we snapped the photo (looking up at a tall building, for example, 
causes it to appear to be leaning backwards). The Profile tab lets Camera Raw automatically 
choose a lens correction profile specifically for the make and model of your lens (information it 
gathers from the Exit data embedded in your image). The Color tab is used to correct chromatic 
aberration and other color distortion problems, while the Manual tab is for correcting 
perspective distortion, as well as lens vignetting. Again, we'll cover more about this panel (and 
all the others) later: 
 

  
 
 

 
 



The Effects Panel: 
To the right of the Lens Correction panel is the Effects panel. Now, if you're thinking, "Yes! This 
is where we create awesome photo effects!” well, sadly, no. While there's no limit to the 
amazing photo effects you can create with Photoshop itself, Camera Raw is a much more 
refined image editing environment, and there's really only two types of effects we can add with 
the Effects panel - film grain and vignetting. For me, I rarely use vignetting often to darken the 
edges around my photos, but some people like the quality of that look. Feel free to experiment. 
Camera Raw's Post Crop Vignetting options make adding a vignette quick and easy: 
 

 
 
The Camera Calibration Panel: 
Most people will never have a use for the main purpose of the Camera Calibration panel, which 
is to give us a way to compensate for problems in the way our camera captures color. We have 
separate Hue and Saturation sliders for each of the three primary colors of light (red, green and 
blue) as well as a Tint slider for adjusting shadows. However, if you've been noticing a color cast 
problem with your camera, you'd be much better off running some tests and repairing or 
replacing the camera if needed, rather than trying to compensate for the issue here. Other than 
for the sake of comparison, you probably won't find much use for this option, either. 
 
However, one option that can actually be useful is Camera Profile. Many digital cameras offer 
various Picture Styles to choose from that may give better results depending on your subject 
(with common styles being Portrait, Landscape, Faithful, Neutral, and Standard). If you're 
capturing your images as raw files, though, these in-camera Picture Styles make no difference 
because they only apply to images captured as JPEGs, but we can select these same styles from 
the Camera Profile option to simulate the effect with our raw images.  

 
 



 
 
The Presets And Snapshots Panels: 
The final two panels in Camera Raw are the Presets and Snapshots panels. The Presets panel 
allows us to save the settings we've used with one image as a preset that we can instantly apply 
to other images simply by choosing the preset from the list. It's a bit like creating actions in 
Photoshop but much, much simpler. The Snapshots panel is similar to the snapshot feature in 
Photoshop's History panel. At any time while we're working on an image in Camera Raw, we can 
save a snapshot of our work, which will save all of our settings up to that point. We can then 
instantly revert back to that point at any time if we need to just by choosing the snapshot. Both 
of these panels are empty by default (until we actually save a preset or snapshot) so I won't 
bother with screenshots, but you can easily switch to them yourself to check them out by clicking 
on their tabs (Presets is the second panel from the right, Snapshots is the very last panel on the 
right). 
 
Switching Panels From The Keyboard: 
Every panel in Camera Raw, with the exception of the Snapshots panel on the far right, can be 
easily selected from the keyboard. Simply hold down your Ctrl+Alt (Win) / Command+Option 
(Mac) keys and press a number key. Press 1 for the Basic panel, 2 for Tone Curve, 3 for Detail, 4 
for HSL / Grayscale, 5 for Split Toning, 6 for Lens Correction, 7 for FX, and 8 for the Presets 
panel. 
 
The Preview Option: 
As you're working on an image, it often helps to see a "before and after" comparison, and 
Camera Raw's Preview option, found just to the left of the Fullscreen icon at the top, allows us 
to toggle the preview on and off so we can switch between what the image looked like originally 
and how it looks after our changes. You can check and uncheck the option by clicking inside its 
checkbox, but a faster and easier way to toggle the preview on and off is by simply pressing the 
letter P on your keyboard: 



 
 
Note, though, that the Preview option is panel-specific, meaning it only affects the currently 
active panel. For example, if you make changes in the Basic panel, then switch to the Tone 
Curve panel and toggle the preview off, nothing will happen because all of your changes were 
made in the Basic panel, not the Tone Curve panel. You would need to switch back to the Basic 
panel to see the "before and after" comparison of those changes. To toggle the preview on and 
off for all the panels at once, first switch to either the Presets or Snapshots panels, then press 
the letter P on your keyboard. 
 
The Workflow Options: 
In the bottom center of the dialog box is what looks like a link you'd see on a website. This link 
actually takes you to the Camera Raw Workflow Options. The link itself displays your current 
workflow settings, including the color space, the bit depth, the pixel dimensions of the image, 
and the current print resolution: 
 

 
 
Clicking the link opens the Workflow Options dialog box where we can make changes to the 
color space and bit depth, resize the image if needed, set some basic sharpening options, and 
choose whether or not the image should open as a Smart Object if / when we open it in 
Photoshop. Like everything else we've looked at, these options need their own tutorial to cover 
them properly, but for now, at least we know where to find them: 
 

 
 
Saving The Image Directly From Camera Raw: 
Because Camera Raw is such a complete image-editing environment, you'll often find that you 
can do everything you need to do to an image directly in Camera Raw itself, without ever having 
to open it in Photoshop. That's why Adobe gave Camera Raw the ability to save out the final 
image as a JPEG or other file type. You'll find the Save Image button in the bottom left corner 
of the dialog box. Clicking this button will open the Save Options dialog box where we can 
choose the file format for the saved image, rename the image if needed, choose a location to 
save it to, and more: 
 



 
 
Opening The Image In Photoshop: 
Of course, there will also be times when, after you've done everything you can in Camera Raw, 
the image will still need to be opened in Photoshop for further editing. When you're ready to 
send the image to Photoshop, click the Open Image button in the lower right corner of the 
dialog box: 

 
 
Closing Out Of Camera Raw: 
If you're done working on your image, or just need a break, and don't need to save out the 
image to some other file format or open it in Photoshop, you can save your work and close out 
of Camera Raw by clicking the Done button in the lower right corner. The next time you open 
the image in Camera Raw, it will open with all of your settings applied: 

 
Cancel And Reset: 
If you want to close out of Camera Raw without saving your work, click the Cancel button: 

 
 
The Cancel button closes Camera Raw without saving anything you've done. 
To reset the panels back to the way they were when you opened Camera Raw, clearing away any 
work you've done to the image since then but leaving the image and Camera Raw open on your 
screen, press and hold the Alt (Win) / Option (Mac) key on your keyboard. This will change the 
Cancel button to Reset. Then, click the Reset button. 
 

 

 



ALMOST THERE!!!!! You can now use any of the adjustment techniques you’ve learned in this 
chapter. Take your time and practice using each button, toggling, and adjusting – even just 
to EXPERIMENT. Experimentation is largely what will help you on the road to further 
understanding how Camera Raw (and Photoshop work).  

Be sure to save the file as a layered Photoshop or TIFF file. If you need to reprocess the 
raw file, just double-click its thumbnail in the Layers panel to reopen the image into 
Camera Raw.  

 

 
 
 
 


